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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Carbonxt Announces New Contract with Midwest Utility
Gainesville, FL – October 28, 2015 – Carbonxt is pleased to announce the recent signing of a six-year
contract with a large Midwest utility. Per the contract, Carbonxt will supply one of its advanced carbon
products to assist the utility with mercury control mitigation, resulting in approximately $25 million of
revenue.
CEO of Carbonxt, David Mazyck, PhD, stated, “We are excited about this new venture and are looking
forward to providing a top tier product and best-in-class customer service to our new utility partner.
Carbonxt’s R&D team has worked hard to create this specialized engineered AC product that meets the
utility’s unique needs.” Throughout the process, Carbonxt has worked closely in conjunction with the
utility’s team to engineer a product that addresses the utility’s specific plant configuration and resulting
requirements.
For more information on how Carbonxt’s specialized engineered AC products can help you meet
compliance, contact a Carbonxt team member at 352-378-4950 or via info@carbonxt.com.

About Carbonxt
Carbonxt is an active participant in the global effort to reduce pollutants from the environment through
the development of specialized engineered powdered activated carbons (PACs). The company’s
industry-recognized R&D team maintains a primary focus on the continual development and
manufacturing of advanced engineered sorbents to provide mercury removal solutions to meet stringent
compliance requirements and individual plant needs. Carbonxt’s extensive experience and expertise in
mercury control and R&D allow the company to provide customers with superior products, multiple
patented and patent-pending technologies, reliable performance, customized solutions, and consistent
quality.
For more information about Carbonxt, contact the company headquarters at 352-378-4950 or via email
at info@carbonxt.com info
Website: www.carbonxt.com
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